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Boy prevents fire
CANONSBURG,Pa.-A
14-year-old boy prevented a
fire by putting on his mother's gloves and hurling a
Molotov cocktail out of his
apartment, authorities said
Monday.
An Intruder wearing a ski
mask kicked In the front
door of Lisa Bennett's
apartment and threw the
firebomb Sunday night at
the Valley View Terrace
public housing complex In
Canonsburg, which Is about
IS miles southwest of Pittsburgh. A second masked
man was also seen running
from the apartment
Bennett's son, Paul Morris, heard the door open and
was able to throw the firebomb near two outdoor
trash cans before it ignited
anything indoors.
Police charged Michael
Thompson, 26, of Pittsburgh
with arson, risking a catastrophe, criminal mischief
and criminal conspiracy.

Jury clears man of
rape charges
GRKENSBURG, Pa. - A
jury cleared a man Monday
of all charges that he raped
a barmaid on the eve of his
wedding.
"I'm glad the truth finally
came out, and this nightmare is finally over. Now I
can get on with my life,
what's left of it," said
Robert Wargo, 32, of White
Oak in suburban Pittsburgh.
He cried with his mother
and sister after the verdict
was announced in Westmoreland County Court. He
had been accused of rape,
kidnapping and six other
charges and had been facing up to 30 years in prison.
Wargo said that after a
bachelor party last July 28,
he drove the woman to a
parking lot with the intention of having sex with her.
He said he kissed and
fondled the 32-year-old
woman, but she became
angry with him when she
learned about bis upcoming
marriage and threw a drink
on him. He said he changed
his pants and left her In the
parking lot.

Quote of
the day
"I think we got
more publicity,
even though it
was negative,
because of the
protest."
-Steve Snyder,
UAO president.
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Bob Dole
wins big
in Iowa
caucus
John King
The Associated Press
DES MOINES, Iowa - Bob Dole
won a clear-cut victory Monday
night In Iowa's presidential caucuses, strengthening his position
atop the field heading Into a
breakneck stretch of early primaries. Pat Buchanan and Lamar
Alexander dueled for second
place.
Iowa's results served to rank
the field heading into next week's
New Hampshire primary, and
early results suggested a dlssapointing night for publishing heir
Steve Forbes. Forbes shattered
records by spending more than
$4 million on television advertising In Iowa but was bogged down
in a race for fourth with Sen. Phil
Gramm.
"I am deeply gratified with the
strong support of Iowa voters,"
Dole told The Associated Press.
"Now it la on to New Hampshire,
on the road to conservative
change in the White House."
President Clinton was unopposed In the state's Democratic
caucuses.
Polling showed Dole with support from slightly less than
one-third of Iowans who attended
2,142 precinct caucuses as he
sought to begin his 1996 presidential bid just as he opened the
1988 campaign - with a big Iowa
win. As he repeated history here,
he vowed to defy it next week In
New Hampshire, where he sputtered eight years ago.
The surveys suggested Buchanan was benefiting from his
victory In last week's Lousiana
caucuses. Until then, he had little
hope here and was concentrating
on New Hampshire. But conservative Christians began rallying
to him after he thumped Gramm
See IOWA page three.

Remedial courses face cuts
The Associated Press

'Catch-up classes' may be
WASHINGTON - More than
one In 10 college undergraduates need remedial courses to offered at junior colleges
catch them up on material they
should have had in high school,
and among minorities the figure Is nearly twice as high,
says a report issued today.
At the same time, budgetary
pressure is causing some
states to examine the possibility of eliminating these
courses to save money.

About 13 percent of all undergraduates - 1.6 million students - took at least one remedial course in the 1992-93
school year, according to the
report released today by the
American Council on Education.
The report said these stu-

dents often hail from lowerIncome families, were bom
outside the United States and
do not speak English at home.
"If you eliminate these
courses, you are going to cut
off their access to college,"
said David Merkowitz, a
spokesman for the Washing-

ton-based council.
Nineteen percent of all
black, Hispanic and Asian
American undergraduates and
IS percent of American Indian
students took remedial courses
In the 1992-93 school year, the
report said. That compares
with 11 percent for white undergraduates, the report said.
Most institutions plan to continue offering remedial classes, the report said.
See REMEDIAL, page four.

Governments search for common ground
Robert Birr
The Associated Press
LONDON - Hoping to prevent
more killing by the Irish Republican Army, the British and Irish
governments searched Monday
for common ground In promoting
peace talks In Northern Ireland.
Both governments spoke of a
need for compromise and Insisted the Sinn Fein party had no
place at the bargaining table until It disavowed the bloody tactics
of Its IRA allies.
The IRA broke Its 17-monthlong cease-fire last Friday with a
bomb In the Docklands district of
east London that killed two people, wounded 37 and caused an
estimated $125 million damage.
Workers returning to the
area's high-rise offices on Monday were met by police roadblocks and officers carrying automatic weapons.
"The IRA will never bomb
their way to the negotiating
table," British Prime Minister
LtuluBalbr
John Major said in a televised
address to the nation Monday Workmen clear away debris from the scene of Friday's Irish Republican Army bomb explosion In London's Dockland.
night
Irish Prime Minister John Bni- Northern Ireland, hopes were Britain and by Protestants that Clinton hailed the peace two
ton said his immediate goal is to high that the province's troubles the IRA start disarming before months ago.
get a statement from the IRA's were nearing an end. Those talks were held on the province's
"I was sitting on me own, the
TV off," said one of the speakers,
ruling council that the cease-fire hopes Increased when Protestant future.
has been reinstated.
In Belfast, a group of women Maria McShane, who lost her left
militias that supported British
In September 1994, when the rule declared a truce later In the who lost loved ones in Northern eye and later her oldest son to the
IRA announced an end to its year.
Ireland's violence from 1969 to violence.
But the peace process became 1994 organized a rally for peace
quarter-century armed campaign to end British rule in deadlocked over a demand by near City Hall - where President
See BRITAIN, page three.

Ohio State student places
first in Miss BG Pageant
Dawn Keller
The BC News
Competing in four events,
Paige Hellyer won the Miss
Bowling Green Scholarship Pageant Friday.
The categories in the pageant
included swlmsult, evening
gown, talent and Interview, according to' Steve Snyder, president of University Activities Association.
The women were asked to talk
about themselves for two
minutes and answer questions
for eight.
Everyone was asked different
questions, according to Cynthia
Kempf, a communications major
at Heidelberg who participated
In the pageant.
Hellyer, an Ohio State University student, received about $800
in scholarships and prizes.
Kempf was the first runner-up,
while Tina Shatto was the second
runner-up.
Hellyer was unavailable for
comment because of pageant
regulations.
The three women who placed
at the top were not from the University, however, Snyder said the

participants don't have to be
from Bowling Green to represent
the city at the Miss Ohio pageant
"If a not the Miss BGSU pageant," he said. "Participants have
to be from Ohio."
Some of the participants said
they were happy with the pageant.
Kempf said the pageant was a
lot of fun and well-organized
"They did a good Job and kept
everything going," she said.
Angle Smith, a freshman
Interior design major at the University, said she thought It was
great that women were able to
win scholarships.
Women also won the Individual
events, according to Snyder.
Smith won the swimsuit competition, while Kempf won the
evening gown competition.
Brandy Park won the talent competition and Hellyer won the
interview portion of the event
Several students protested the
competition because they said it
was sexist, according to Clnda
Davis, an organizer of the
protest.
Kempf said the protestors
dldnt put a damper on the pageant.

"We couldnt care less about
It," she said. "We kind of laughed
at them - I guess they didn't
have anything better to do."
Steve Snyder, University Activities Association president,
said he applauded the efforts of
the protesters and they were
very peaceful; however, he believes the protest helped the pageant.
"I think we got more publicity,
even though it was negative, because of the protest," he said.
Snyder said the local pageant
had to follow guidelines of the
national Miss America pageant.
The national rules state that
contestants must have always
been female, be between the ages
of 17 to 24 and never have had an
abortion, among other things, according to Snyder.
Angle Smith, a > University
freshman who wan the swimsuit
part of the competition, said the
whole Miss America pageant said
the contest began with the swimsuit portion.
"It's tradition, so we should
keep it," she said "It also gives
women a chance to show thelr
physical fitness."

fmnny »l Due* MUM km CMWMH
Kristea Wood, financial chairwoman of the Dance Marathon,
counts the coins collected while the Dance Marathon committee canned this weekend. Those who still want to get involved
with the Dance Marathon can contact the office at 372-0530.
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Bass rocks
You're sharing a special moment with your loved one. Then it
happens. The windows shake.
The floor vibrates. The moment
is gone. My friend, you have experienced the passing of a bass
car.
It is something we have all experienced at one time or another.
Thanks to an ordinance passed
by the Bowling Green City Council last fall, it is something we
will no longer experience. The
ordinance prohibits loud sound
amplification systems which can
be heard SO feet away. That's
right, dead is the bass car as we
know it.
Just like every boy remembers
his first baseball game, everyone
recalls their first bass car experience. Due to the new ordinance,
it is an experience that no child
will ever experience in the city of
Bowling Green again. Like a
farmer tossing a few chemicals
into the Bowling Green water
supply, it is treble that will now
poison the air.
Driving with the seat SO feet or
so from the wheel, to avoid being
shot by the city patrons, it is the
bass car drivers who have given
Bowling Green its own version of
the drive-by.
Sure, they're loud. Sure, a few
pictures might fall off the wall
when they pass by your home.
But you don't see anyone making
laws so the trains will silently
move through the city. On the
other hand, you don't see anyone
getting hit by a bass car. Hey,
maybe the trains should change
their tune.
In the end we have to take a
look at what kind of society we
want to be. Do we want our city
run by the children of a bunch of
yuppies who have removed the

phones from their cars so junior
can rock the streets one night a
week? Or do we allow the special
moments in our lives to be ruined
by a professional bass driver who
makes a living driving around
the block?
Instead of listening to an intelligent man like Mr. Dre (that's
Dr. Dre to those of you in higher
education), we will have to settle
for the fact that Hootie won't
shutup.
In the world where you tell the
teacher you should get an A in
hope that you will receive a C, we
should compromise. Just as
smokers have a right to pollute
the air, the young and old children who want to rock share that
same right. Society designates
areas to smoke, so the City Council should designate areas where
people can bass it up.
Bass zones would include the
mostly residential sections of
Bowling Green. This would allow
parents to keep an eye on their
children in case the phone is Impossible to remove. For the University students, this would allow
an opportunity to really get away
from the campus area. Besides,
there are more windows to shake
and pictures hanging on the walls
in the residential area of town.
Sadly, the other part would be
deprived of bass. Only treble
would be allowed in this area of
town. This is the side of town the
people from Admissions would
advise those touring the campus
to avoid.
Understand bass car owners, a
bass segregated city is a victory
for you. Unfortunatly, it would
Just be a matter of time before
such a plan would be found Illegal.
After all, separate is not equal.
Even if it does put the big picture
in stereo.
Martin Young is a guest columnist for The BG News.

Governor wants widget makers
"Man, as we say, is a tame or
civilized animal; but if he be insufficiently or ill educated he is
the most savage of earthly creatures" - Plato
"These students are busy
learning a bunch of gobbledygook that isn't going to help any
of them get a job at IBM." - Rush
Limbaugh
This Is how far we've come In
two thousand, three hundred
years.
The Ohio Board of Regents, as
reported by The News last week,
is asking the University to stop
teaching literature and creative
writing. They are also destroying
doctoral programs in history
across the state. The programs
being favored by Volnovitch and
his like-minded minions are sensible things like engineering and
business. In general, BGSU and
other universities are being reshaped Into vocational schools.
The attitude seems to be that
every institution or large organization in America must have a
practical purpose that will
achieve visible results right
away and thus appear purposeful. This happened with Clinton's
crime bill, which sunk because
people aren't interested in preventing crime (the results of
which wouldn't be seen for a few
years); they simply want to pun-

ish criminals after the damage well-paying position In an impressive corporate empire. Such
has been done.
America's desire, practical, a vocation may not look as slick
as that of a top CEO, but students
need teachers of history and philosophy in order to be educated
human beings. BGSU isnt manufacturing widgets, for crying out
loud.
This desire for slick results is
perpetuated by the students.
Many times I have heard them
measurable results IMMEDIA- complain that a required lanTLY. This is as true for education guage or philosophy class is useas anything else. How's our less to them.
hockey team doing? Just look at
"All I care about is retail manthe scores. Is marketing a good agment"
major? Just look at the average
starting salaries.
This crude device fails with
other departments, however.
How's our creative writing program? Well, that takes careful
analysis and a more sensitive evaluation by students and administration. How imaginative are
the professors? Do students
I didn't like my German classemerge as talented writers or as
bumbling hacks? These are the es very much, but I never
questions to be asked, instead of claimed that they were unneccesuch things as, "What chances sary. They were intended to widoes a graduate have of pulling in den my horizons.
With regard to certain subjects
fifty grand the first year?"
If you achieve a doctorate in we Americans have developed a
philosophy or history, chances provincial perspective. This can
are your vocational future will be seen in our attitude to the vast
Include teaching philosophy or worlds of knowledge convenienhistory rather than achieving a tly lumped into the category,

tlefield

"multiculturalism."
Here's a quote from Henry Rosovsky. Dean of Arts and Sciences at Harvard:
"An educated American, in the
last quarter of this century, cannot be provincial in the sense of
being ignorant of other cultures
and other times. It is no longer
possible to conduct our lives
without reference to the wider
world or to the historical forces
that have shaped the present and
will shape the future."
To be simply well-prepared for
the Job market is not the same

Such a vocation may not look as slick as that
of a top CEO, but students need teachers of
history and philosophy in order to be
educated human beings.
thing as being educated. It may
be easier to justify the time and
expense of a college career if we
convince ourselves that we are
doing it for practical reasons, but
we all deserve better. We have
the right to indulge ourselves In
subjects that will enlighten and
empower us. We are here to obtain tools more powerful than
employabllity.
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P.C. not as important as B.LT.
It used to be so easy to be a liberal. All one had to do was care
about the working poor and about
building the economy from the
ground up.
That, of course, has changed.
While the debate over whether or
not FDR's economic policies
ended the depression still rages
today, the liberals of the 90's
seen to have lost sight of
Roosevelt's ultimate goals.
We live in the decade of political correctness, a time when the
cult of multiculturalism has
overrun the Democratic Party
and has made a far reaching impact on the enitre nation. Instead
of jobs and unions, today's liberal
must think In terms of becoming
non-offensive, non-gender
biased, and quite often, nonproductive.
To see how liberalism has been
transformed from its ambitious
roots, we must take a step back in
time. In the 1960's, mainstream
America was met with groups of
people that were hitherto unknown. Civil rights and women's
rights caught on like wildfire.
Certainly, thse groups did not belong In the same category with
conservative white America.
These new groups were labeled
radical and placed at the far left
end of the political spectrum.
Slowly, the political outlook of
the nation began to shift, and before long, Kennedy and Johnson
took office, holding a platform

based on equal rights and a Inherently worthwhile ideas,
"Great Society." The Civil Rights have found their way into our poAct was passed, and later, Roe v. litical and educational systems.
Proponents of thse ideas have in
mind several of the basic tenents
of our society: freedom, selfdetermination, and equality of
opportunity.
Why, then, are Americans becoming increasingly fed up with
liberals and converting in hordes
to the Republican party?
The answer Is overkill and a
loss of perspective. With the
Wade scored a coup for women's creation of women's studies and
rights. What had been considered ethnic studies programs in our
radical was, in about ten years, universities, a cultural elite has
inadvertantly been formed.
part of the dominent Ideology.
LBJ's "Great Society" fizzled Those who have the time to
out, of course, and the civil rights grapple with problems of politimovement, while accomplishing cal correctness and non-gender
many things, failed at the big specific terms most likely do not
task: eliminating the predomin- have to worry about where their
antly black "underclass" of our next paycheck Is coming from. If
nation's major cities. The efforts Reagan-era politics succeed in
of the 60's radicals, however, laid creating an economic elite, new
the groundwork for changes in wave liberalism has succeded in
society such as affirmative ac- creating a cultural elite - a high
tion and the rapidly changing society of often wealthy and
prominent disciples to things
roles of women.
Which leads us to the 90's. In such as multiculturalism, femthe past 20 years, the growth of inism, and environmentalism.
The American people have
the economy has slowed, with the
poor feeling it a bit worse than largely been alienated by these
the rich In an attempt to organ- policies, and this was demonize the plethora of groups trying strated in the '94 election. Arguto deal with difficult times, up- ments about gays In-the military
per-class liberals have adopted a and the proper names for ethnic
set of rules that goes by the name minor!tes seem trifiling comof political correctness. Multi- pared to increasing poverty and
culturalism and feminism, two crime rates, a sagging economy,

and the apparent failure of welfare programs. Conservatives
have capitalized on the state of
the Democratic party, and the
GOP has suddenly become the
"party of the people" Newt Gingrich fancies himself the next
FDR, and Rush Limbaugh continues to fool and enrage his
listeners by citing examples of
new wave liberalism gone wild.
In the long run. Republican policies may or may not benefit the
lower and middle classes. Optimism in this area is determined
by personal views. They key
element, however, Is that the
conservative agenda appeals to
the middle and working classes,
giving them hope and garnering
their support.
This is not to say that women's
lights and ethnic studies aren't
important - they are. However,
the current overemphasis on
such things has overshadowed
larger problems.
Multiculturalism and feminism, with their current focus
and domlnence over the American political landscape, are the
Achilles heel of the Democratic
Party. Liberalism needs a brand
new focus - before FDR's party
of the people becomes the party
of no people.
Mike Wendling is Tuesday bottom columnist. He can be
reached at mikewenObgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Postmarked with a kiss EPA orders test for prison
in 'Sweetheart of Ohio' Surrounding landfills may be hazardous for area
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

LOVELAND, Ohio - Lovers
looking to leave their mark on
Valentine's Day send their cards
here to be postmarked from 'The
Sweetheart of Ohio."
Last year, the city received
about 10,000 valentines from all
SO states and such faraway
places as Egypt and Japan.
Each envelope is stamped with
the city's postmark and a special
valentine cachet that says:
"There Is nothing in this world so
sweet as love/"Loveland,
Sweetheart of Ohio."
The envelope then is remailed.
This Is the 25th year for the
Loveland Area Chamber of
Commerce's valentine postmark
program. But long before that,
the local postmaster was "swamped with mail from moonstruck
maidens and young suitors asking him to send enclosed cards or
letters to loved ones with the
Loveland postmark," according
to a story published by The Cincinnati Enquirer in 1952.
The chamber's involvement
began In 1972. Roland Boike, its
president, secured the necessary
equipment, and Doris Pflester,
the chamber's executive secretary, volunteered to stamp envelopes.
"It would not have been successful without Doris," Boike

TOLEDO - The city will have
to conduct more environmental
tests before construction can
begin on a planned 1,000-bed,
$65 million state prison, a state
agency said Monday.
Four abandoned landfills
surround the proposed 40-acre
site.
Midwest Environmental
Consultants, hired by the city
last year, earlier this month
said no contamination was
found and that the site posed
no health risks to prisoners,
guards and visitors.
But the Ohio Environmental
Protection Agency said Monday it wants Midwest Environmental to examine possible
health risks to the roughly 600
residents who would live next

In Louisiana.
Alexander's standing began
improving a week ago and appeared to come mostly at Forbes'
expense. Late polling showed increasing skepticism of Forbes'
flat tax plan and suggested
voters assigned Forbes much of
the blame for the Iowa campaign's decidedly negative tone.
"The people of Iowa could well
decide the future of this country," said Dole, the Senate
majority leader from neighboring Kansas. "You've got to think
of it that way. That's how important this is."
With thousands of Iowa activists undecided and unimpressed
going into the caucuses, each of
Dole's rivals had hoped to push
him off his perch More practi-

Tlw Associated Press

said.
got letters from people in Jail,
Pf iester, who became known as from people overseas, Just thankthe Valentine Lady, continued ing her for doing this."
the project until her death in
1982.
Today, five volunteers, includ"I remember walking into her ing Pfiester's daughter, Michelle,
living room, and there were en- help sort and stamp envelopes.
velopes everywhere — I mean
piled high," said, Julie Due,
Loveland Is about 15 miles
Pfiester's granddaughter. "She northeast of Cincinnati.

cally, they waged a fierce race
for second and third, hoping that
would be a boost as the campaign
moves to New Hampshire and
beyond.
"It's going to depend on who
gets their people out," said
Gramm, whose campaign was
clearly in Jeopardy after falling
behind Buchanan among GOP
conservatives.
GOP officials predicted a record turnout of 130,000 voters -about 20 percent of the state's
registered Republicans - for the
evening straw poll at 2,142 precinct meetings at churches,
schools and community centers.
Monday's vote was the first step
in choosing 25 delegates to the
GOP convent ion.
The Democrats' caucuses
served only as a reminder that
Clinton has no primary chal-

lenge. He spent the weekend
campaigning here anyway, with
his eye focused more on November than a chilly February night
The Republican candidates
were hard put to clarify their differences on the issues, seeking
less government, a simpler tax
system and stricter family values that forbid abortions. Forbes' opponents were united in
their criticism of the uncompromising flat tax he would use to
replace the income tax.
"If we had the flat tax In our
(Republican) platform, we'd have
just about as many members as
the flat earth society," Alexander
said.
For Dole, 72, Iowa represented
the first step In his third bid for
the GOP nomination, and nothing
less than a win would do in a
contest he won in 1988.

show through their words and actions whether they have a part of
"Me sister rang me: 'Did you play In the peace process or not"
"Sinn Fein must decide
hear the news?' I cried and
cried," Mrs. McShane said, her whether they are a front for the
IRA or a democratic political
voice breaking.
Earlier Monday, Major told the party committed to the ballot and
House of Commons that "the ball not the bullet," he said.
Jean Kennedy Smith, the U.S.
is in the court of Sinn Fein and
the IRA, if Indeed that distinction ambassador to Ireland, said it
means anything. It is for them to was wrong to shut out Sinn Fein
leader Gerry Adams, saying that
if he "is out of the picture, there
is no peace process."
"I think the (U.S.) administra"I'm ready for the people to
tion feels that he is very crucial
make a judgment," he said.
Iowa was a precursor to the to the peace process," Mrs. Smith
year's first presidential primary,
next Tuesday in New Hampshire,
where polls show Dole in a dead
SEND YOUR
heat with Forbes, the political
VALENTINE
newcomer whose non-stop television advertising has dominated
the campaign environment this
winter.
Beyond testing Dole's
strength, Iowa's vote was the
first balloting for Forbes after a
$20 million advertising barrage
largely dedicated to attacking
Dole. Forbes' standing slipped in
recent polling, and he proclaimed
a modest goal: "I hope to finish in
the top four."
Continued from page one.

Gramm and Alexander were
sorely in need of a top-three finish

Bootleg Night
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Featuring
Grateful Dead
Allman Brothers
Ekoostic Hookah
Neil Young
and more

$8-$ISeach

Sunday: Hospitality Night
Restaurant and Bar
Workers get $1.25 Long
Islands and Margaritas 7 - 9
Upstairs

VBouqucu include both helium and mylar
balloons if ordered early, weighted with candy.
¥Cm-campui delivery ONLY.
* Cash and Cany if purchased on Feb. 14th.
V Delivery on Feb.Min until 2:00 p.m.

JOIN THE FAMILY TEAMl &
Why rent from Newlove Rentals?
* NO parental guarantees
* Full time maintenance
* Full time office staff
* Pets allowed in some locations
* Undergraduate, graduate &
professional housing
* 9,12 and summer leasing
Brochures available at our office

*

203 N. Main
FREE DELIVERY
PH. 352-5166
Open for Lunch
forVotontlns'sDau
Horn- 1pm

Any special prices apply-Good « a* tocabons
Piizas cwbiunin 2nd party Cat tor dala.s

SPRING DREAK

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK

The Day to no Welcome Center
No need to spend oil
your vocation money
on accomodations.

15 of Daytono's
finest hotels to
choose from at
Daytono's best
prices. Hotel rooms
on the beach. Ask
about our "Spring
Oreak Party Cotd."

CALL
1-800-881 -9173
Monday - Friday
10 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday noon - 6 p.m.

SA VE MONEY

SA VE MONEY

SA VE MONEY

•** $1 Minimum for delivery every Monday thru Wednesday with
the purchase of any size soft drink.

"«""-*

Call 353-Taco
New Food
Wet Buntto combo (Burrtto wttti
sauce. Rico, and side of beans)
Small cru! 12 at Frozen cocktail)

$5.99

328 S. Main
(our only office)

852-5620

isonello-s
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said in Dublin, the Irish capital.
Major, who has said that Protestant leaders will not talk to
Sinn Fein without a start to disarmament, renewed a call for
elections for a peace assembly as
a prelude to talks.
Many IRA supporters have regarded the election idea as a delaying tactic.
Ireland's deputy prime minister, Dick Spring, struck a conciliatory tone, saying he was reassured by Major's "very clear and
direct and speedy link between
possible elections and negotiations."

"Heart-Shaped"
Pizza

TONIGHT
\

Possible groundwater contamination is one of the EPA's
concerns. Surface water at the
abandoned landfills contain
high levels of arsenic, manganese, lead, mercury and pesticides.
During the prison construction, heavy equipment would
cross over the dumps, raising
fears that some of the contaminated water would find its way
into neighbors' yards.
The EPA wants Midwest Environmental to study how construction will affect the flow of
pollutants in groundwater and
surface water.
"We feel whatever the most
risk will be of exposure - if
there is one - is during construction," said Jeff Steers, an
administrator in the agency's
Bowling Green office.

This Valentine postmark, now hi its 25th year from Loveland, Ohio on IT A l ft. I
Chamber of Commerce was placed on about 10,000 Valentines from D KI IAIN'
all 50 states a nd around the world.

IOWA
Continued from page one.

to the prison.
City officials hope the new
study will not delay construction, which was to begin in
early 1997.
People who live in the area
said they were happy about the
EPA's request.
"Residents are very much
concerned about the health
hazard from this contamination," said Grady Sparks,
president of Hyde Park Civic
Club, a community organization.
Another resident, Troy
A very, said neighbors are worried that pollutants will escape
from the landfills when
workers begin to build the
prison.
"There isn't much good land
to build on in that area It's a
risk and a gamble," he said.
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Voinovich will not Woman convicted in burial death
talk about address
Toledo resident found guilty
The Associated Press

Paul Souhrada
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Gov. George
Voinovich remained tight-lipped
in advance of Tuesday's State of
the State speech.
"Of course it's going to be very
visionary," Voinovich Joked, but
he refused to give any hints
about what he will talk about In
his sixth State of the State
speech.
On Monday, he rehearsed his
presentation, which is expected
to be long on traditional themes.
"The governor uses every
major speech to talk about four
areas that he has identified as
priorities: management, education. Jobs and quality of life,"
said spokesman Mike Dawson.
Other likely topics: economic
development and his continuing
opposition to casino gambling.
"It la a typical State of the
State speech, looking at recent
accomplishments and looking
forward into the future," Dawson
said.
What wont be included is a response to a renewed push by
Democrats for a tax cut.
"Absolutely not," Voinovich
said.
Democrats last week pulled out
a tax cut package they proposed
in the fall. Included is a property
tax freeze for elderly homeowners, a $10,000 tax deduction for
college expenses and an increase
in the state property tax subsidy
from 12.5 percent to 15 percent.
Instead, Voinovich said the
state needs to hold onto its $900
million-plus budget surplus and
welfare contingency fund to
meet expected federal cutbacks
and a possible economic downtown.
State Rep. Jane Campbell,
D-Cleveland, maintains the state
has a larger budget surplus than
projected and that It is time to
spend some of that money on education and the elderly.
Campbell, the No. 2 House
Democrat, said she also hoped
Voinovich will reaffirm the

"It is a typical State
of the State speech,
looking at recent
accomplishments
and looking forward
into the future."

Mike Dawson
spokesman

state's commitment to providing
health care to low-income children, the disabled and the elderly.
'1 suspect he will talk about
that," she said.
One of the major reasons why
Voinovich was not expected to
announce any major policy shifts
is that the state's budget - which
lays out the two-year funding
blueprint for government programs - was completed last year.

TOLEDO - A woman was
convicted on Monday for her
role In the death of a man who
was buried alive.

Klrsten WUkerson. 32, of
Toledo, was one of three people
charged in Christopher Hammer's death on Sept. 22, 1993.
Two other people in the case
-Archie Dixon and Timothy
Hoffner - already had been

for role in kidnapping man
convicted and sentenced to
death.
Lucas County Common Pleas
Court Judge William Skow
found Wilkeraon guilty or kidnapping and set the sentencing
for March 25. She faces a maximum of 25 years in prison.

Assistant Prosecutor Chris
Anderson agreed to drop one
count each of murder and aggravated robbery In exchange
for the plea. WUkerson also
testified against Dixon and
Hoffner at their trials.
Prosecutors said that WU-

kerson had a chance to help
Hammer, who was beaten at
her house. But they said she
refused to help him escape. Instead, they said she drove the
car that took Hammer to a
grave In a wooded area.
WUkerson said she was too
afraid to help Hammer.
Her lawyer, Ronnie Wingate,
said she decided to take the
plea bargain after Skew's ruling last week.

Five people charged in Athens brawls
The Associated Press
ATHENS, Ohio - Five people
were charged after police broke
up two downtown brawls.
Disturbances that broke out
around 2 a.m. Sunday at the
Swlndlefish Saloon and a nearby
Burger King Involved about 400
people, police said.
The State Highway Patrol, the
Athens County Sheriffs Department and university police
broke up the fights and logged
the arrests.
The unusually warm temperatures coinciding with Sibs Weekend - a weekend for brothers and
sisters of Ohio University stu-

In last year's State of the State,
Voinovich talked about welfare
reform, his desire to gain control
over the State Board of Education and the Bureau of Workers'
Compensation and a voucher
The Associated Press
program that would allow parents in the Cleveland school
GRAFTON, Ohio - A fire and
system to send their children to explosion at a hazardous-waste
private schools.
incinerator in December occurred when an unidentified
He got much of what he wanted chemical waste was mistakenly
from the Legislature.
burned with other wastes, the incinerator owner said Monday.
"I think I'd describe It as a
The explosion closed the hazSuper Bowl first half," Voinovich
said of the first half of the legis- ardous-waste incinerator In
Grafton, about 40 miles west of
lative session.
Cleveland, and forced the eva"I think we probably had one of cuation of 70 employees. No inthe most productive legislative juries were reported.
Ross Incinerator Services desessions that we've had in
clined to disclose the name of the
anyone's memory."

dents - attracted a large number
of people to downtown, giving
police a busy weekend, university Police Chief Ted Jones said.
"We really cant say for sure
what prompted these incidents,
but any time you have warm
weather after a long cold spell
when people have been cooped
up indoors and a special event at
the university, there's going to be
a Uttle more exuberance," he told
The Athens Messenger In a story
Monday.
"But what happened downtown
Saturday night, Sunday morning
In Athens goes beyond exuberance."
In the Swindlefish fight, offi-

cers called to break up a fight
found about 300 people Inside
and outside of the bar. Two people were arrested. Lee Martin,
20, of Athens, was charged with
criminal mischief, and David
Brown, 21, of Athens, was
charged with assaulting a police
officer.
Less than an hour later, police
were called to the Burger King,
where a crowd of about 100 people gathered.
Three people were charged.
Korey King, 25, a former member of the Ohio Bobcats football
team, was charged with resisting
arrest and intoxication; Michael
Hedges, 20, of Athens, was

"But what happened
downtown Saturday
night, Sunday
morning in Athens
goes beyond
exuberance."
Ted Jones
Ohio University police chief
charged with rioting, resisting
arrest and obstructing justice;
and Courtney Burton, 21, of Convent, Louisiana, resisting arrest
and assaulting an officer.

Waste mixture causes explosion
company that sent the material to
the incinerator or why inspection
procedures failed to detect the
waste.
"At this point, we cant get
more specific about the waste,"
Ross spokeswoman Maggie
Kelch said. "We do have procedures that verify the type of
waste we're treating, and we've
got to determine how we did miss
something."
Ohio EPA spokesperson Rob
Berger said both Ross and the
company that gave Ross the
waste could be liable for fines if
regulations were not followed.

ger said.
Investigations Indicate the
blast was caused by a "nonconforming waste" - a product
that did not match the description of the material a company
sent Ross for Incineration, the
company said.
Investigators determined the
explosion was not caused by
operator error or by the incineration system itself.
The blast released about 1,060
Maggie Kelch
pounds of sulfur oxide, nitrogen
Ross spokeswoman oxide, carbon monoxide,
hydrochloric acid and lead into
what action wUl be taken," Ber- the air.
"But untU Ross submits its
final report. It's difficult to say

"At this point, we
can't get more
specific about the
waste. We do have
procedures that
verify the type."

REMEDIAL
Continued from page one.

But the report said educators in
some states facing budget constraints want to offer these
catch-up classes only at Junior
colleges, cut the number of

remedial course offerings or limit them to first-year students.
Some states are tightening college admission requirements to
lessen the need for remedial lessons, the report said.
Nearly 70 percent of first-time

students at Florida community
colleges needed at least one
remedial reading, writing or
math class in the 1993-94 school
year, said Linda Bradley-Long, a
spokeswoman for the Florida
House of Representatives.

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
YOU CAN CHANGE THE FACE OF BGSU

Apply for 1996-1997
USG President, Vice-President or At-Large-Senator
• Petitions for candidacy available Feb. 5th
in 405 Student Services
• Petitions due Feb. 14th at 12:00 p.m.
in 405 Student Services
• Mandatory meeting for all candidated on the 2nd
floor landing of student services on Feb. 14th

soi a ii sim; 6
win 1:1 | III PARTI' SI AIMS
737 S. Main
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'Angel'gives injured father will to live
Tom Wells
The Associated Press

PLANTATION, Fla. - After
another night of bad pain, police
officer Joe Alu la prowling
through his kitchen at dawn. He
sits down at the dining room
table and wraps his horribly
scarred hands around a hot cup
of coffee.
The warmth, he says, helps
ease the pain.
Like about 30 percent of the
rest of his body, Alu's hands are
covered with transplanted skin to
repair the burns he suffered last
summer. A man holding two teen-

age sisters hostage threw gasoline on Alu and another officer
and set them afire.
"I saw the face of the devil,"
Alu says, wincing.
The fire was so hot, it melted
the policemen's badges.
Alu's life since then has been
torturous. But an angel - his
4-year-old daughter - has given
Alu the will to live.
Christina's unconditional love.
The little kisses on his raw and
red arms. The tiny fingers
caressing his tortured face.
The child has taught the man
what life is all about
"I thought I knew my

Little girl looking
forward to smiling
Chelsey's leg and transplanted
them to one side of her face. She
will undergo surgery on the other
side in April at Kaiser Permanente Medical Center.
After the first operation, doctors told the family it would take
up to two months to learn if the
surgery succeeded.
"We noticed it first a week and
two days ago. She said she felt
something, and there was a slight
quiver in the corner of hermouth. Now, it is noticeable,"
Mrs. Thomas said by telephone
from her Antelope Valley home.
Chelsea was in school Monday.

The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - She still cant
frown, pout or smile. But this
Valentine's Day, there's a faint
trace of happiness on the face of
the girl with the grumpy look.
"The corner of her mouth Is
moving up. It's not quite a smile
there, but it's starting to pull up;"
her mother, Lori Thomas, said
Monday.
The corners of 7-year-old Chelsey Thomas' mouth sag because
she was born without a nerve that
transmits commands to facial
muscles. The condition, Moebius
syndrome, afflicts about 1,000
"We know when she's trying to
Americans.
During eight hours of delicate smile," her mother said. "In
surgery on Dec. 15, doctors re- about two weeks, it's going to
moved muscle and nerve from look like a half a smile."

daughter," Alu says. "But I didn't.
I didn t know that at breakfast
she liked one Pop Tart toasted
and the other untoasted. And that
her favorite Bop Tart is brown
sugar cinnamon frosted. And that
she likes gobs of butter on her
waffles and that the syrup has to
nu all the little squares.
"I found out her favorite stuffed toy was Slmba from lion
King' and that she doesn't like
McDonald's or Burger King," he
says. "I give thanks to God now
for my little girl."
***
The day Alu almost died, July
25, 1995, started like any other

steamy, summer morning in
South Florida. The sun announced itself by painting the
sky over the Atlantic Ocean a
brilliant orange. It was deceptively beautiful.
Alu, a creature of habit, made
his rounds and headed for breakfast at a police hangout, the
Nook, a cholesterol heaven sort
of restaurant.
A night person, Alu was not
happy with getting up in the dark
each morning. He had worked
nights for several years, but his
wife had persuaded him five
months earlier to ask for days so
the family could spend more time

together.
Many of Alu's interests lay
outside the home: Work. Saving
the world Body building. Motorcycles. Getting together with his
police buddies.
He belonged to a group of Harley-Davidson motorcycle owners
who got together one night each
week and cruised to other towns.
"His arms were so big from
welghtllfting that I could barely
get my hands around one of his
biceps," says his wife, Sheila. At
5-11, her hands are not tiny.
On the job, the 6-foot,
210-pound Alu didn't take any
nonsense from criminals. Five

years earlier, he had shot and
killed a man wielding a machete.
Shortly before noon on Jury 25,
Alu was called to the home of
Angela Marie Smith, where a
man was reported to be holding
hostages. Alu was one of about a
half-dozen officers who responded
The assailant, Steven Joseph,
32, had been living with Smith
and her three daughters, but she
kicked him out after two of the
girls accused Joseph of molesting them. Now he wanted to move
back in.
See ANCEL, page six.

Clinton talks to activist group
Harry F. Rosanthal
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton discussed smoking
with an activist group of anti-smoking teen-agers on Monday and told how his daughter's
pleadings caused his mother to
quit
When Chelsea was in grade
school, the president said, she
was impressed with the message conveyed in films that
showed the deterioration of
smokers' lungs.
"My mother had smoked all
her Ufe, practically, since she
was a teen-ager," the president
told seven students and three
adults in the Oval Office.
"My daughter kept telling
her what her lungs looked like.

this 8-year-old beating up on
her grandmother," Clinton
said "And for her eighth
birthday, my mother stopped
smoking. That was her gift to
her granddaughter."
The president's mother, Virginia Kelley, died two years
ago.
The 20-minute discussion in
the Oval Office was held to underscore the president's drive
against teen-age smoking. Clinton was told of a hands-on survey conducted by three of the
teen-agers, testing how often
stores were willing to sell them
cigarettes.
"More than half actually
would sell to us," said Christy
Franco, 17, a student at Oakton
High School in Vienna, Va. "We
couldn't lie, so when they asked

rettes from 11 without anyone
stopping them.
Last August, the president
declared nicotine to be a drug
and gave the Food and Drug
Administration authority to
regulate the sales, promotion
and distribution of cigarettes.
He also ordered a crackdown
on cigarette machines and on
cigarette advertising to protect
children.

us our age we had to say 17."
Without that, she said, "probably a lot more would have sold
it to us."
She said she went to about 20
stores in one day, gasoline
stations and convenience
stores, and asked for cigarettes.
"If they sold It to us, lik» if
they actually rung it up a.-*l
everything, we gave them a
'gotcha' card," Christy said
Those who refused to sell the
cigarettes would get a thank
you card.

"One of the proposals that we
are considering is the question
of whether there should be no
vending machines in any place
that children have access to,"
Clinton said. "If you're going to
have vending machines, then
maybe they should Just be
where only adults can come

The youngsters also tested
12 vending machines; Ricky
Lovelace, 17, a student at Robinson Secondary School in
Fairfax, Va., said they would
have been able to get clga-

in."

Former employee shoots up workplace
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - A man
fired from Packard Bell for urging armed rebellion against his
bosses shot up his former workplace with 40 rounds of ammunition Monday until he was wounded in the shoulder by a security
guard
No one else was hurt in the
shooting at the computer maker's
headquarters.
"It's really miraculous that

somebody wasnt hit with at least
a ricochet," police spokesman
Michael Heenan said
Heenan said Phuoc Bui, 34,
could be charged with attempted
murder. Bui was hospitalized in
good condition.
Bui had been fired on Friday
"for the kind of behavior that
would make you suspect something like this - distributing literature to other employees about
taking up arms against supervisors," Heenan said

Bui entered the Packard Bell
complex about 9 am. and went to
his former worksite, a large
packing room, carrying a 9 mm
semiautomatic pistol and three
clips of ammunition in a small
nylon bag, the police officer said
The gunman began shooting,
mostly into the celling and into a
supervisor's office, Heenan said.
He forced one of his former

supervisors to walk down a hall,
where Bui was confronted by two
plalnclothes security guards.
The two guards, both former
police officers, ordered him to
drop his gun, and when he did
not, they fired one or two shots
each, Heenan said.
Packard Bell said in a statement that It is re-examining its
security.
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Public Skating Schedule
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Presents:
A delightful farce!
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Student Services Building

$2.00 admission
$1.00 rental skates of all sizes

•public skating will not be available when
the varsity hockey team is at home.
February 14-17 at 8:00 p.m. & February 18 at 2:00 p.m.

Joe E. Brown Theatre
University Hall, First Floor
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Grandparents fight sex crime convictions
Carolyn Thompson
Trie Associated Press
LOWELL, Mass. - Ray and
Shirley Souza raised five kids in
their tidy little house. They
worked hard - he at the electric
company, she as a nurse - and
spent summer vacations at the
beach.
Thanksgiving and Christmas
also were Important family
times. For most of their 42-year
marriage, life "was a family affair," Ray Souza said recently,
sitting in his dining room with his
wife at his side.
"Everything we did, they were
part of it," he said, the five faces
of his children, then ages 2 to 12,
beaming from a colorized portrait over his shoulder.
Today, nothing the Souzas do
involves their now-grown children. They havent talked to any
of them in a few years. They've
barely even seen them - except
in court.
The Souzas, both 64, were convicted in February 1993 of multiple counts of rape and indecent
assault and battery after two
granddaughters, then ages 3 and
4, testified about being locked
naked In a cage in the basement,
of being forced to touch "Grammy" and "Papa's" private parts
and of their grandparents touching them. Both said their grandparents threatened to hurt their
parents if they told.

IRS
targets
age group
with ads

The 4-year-old was the
daughter of the Souzas' son, David, and his wife, Heather. The
3-year-old was the child of the
Souzas' daughter, Sharon.
The testimony and conviction
marked the end of a long road
which had begun in the late 1980s
with the recurring dream of Shirley Ann, the youngest of the
Souza children.
After the dream, "it seemed
like everything Just went crazy,"
said her mother, clutching a tissue and dabbing at tears. "All
this never should have happened
It wasn't true."
In her dream, which was interpreted by a therapist as a "recovered memory," Shirley Ann
Souza saw herself being raped as
a child by her parents.
She warned her sister-in-law.
Heather, to keep her daughter
away from the Souzas, and the
4-year-old was placed In therapy.
The girl told her mother and her
therapist she had been sexually
abused by her grandparents, and
the case was sent to state prosecutors in July 1990.
The following spring, Sharon
Souza's 3-year-old told a therapist that she, too, was abused by
her grandparents.
BNBMEBIB AIM
At first, only Ray Souza was An emotional Shirley Souza wipes away tears at her Lowell, Mass., as she and her husband Ray <
accused, then both were. Later, their 1993 conviction of multiple counts of rape, Indecent assault and battery.
Shirley alone was charged with
abusing a second daughter of
three years ago, the Souzas have their 9- to 15-year prison senSharon. The case involving the pending.
Since their conviction nearly been allowed to serve part of tence under house arrest.
third granddaughter, now 11, is

The Associated Presds

WASHINGTON - To encourage tax filing by telephone, the Internal Revenue Service Is targeting a
television advertising campaign at 18-to-24 year olds.
The 15-second and 30-second spots, featuring animated pencils that complain they aren't needed
anymore, already have
aired on the NBC and Fox
networks, IRS spokesman
Steve Pyrek said Monday.
ABC, NBC and MTV - a
"Generation X" favorite also plan to show them.
Pyrek said the agency
chose to aim the spots at
filers who are 18-to-24
years old because they
make up the bulk of the
roughly 23 million taxpayers eligible for phone
filing.
The taxpayers, who otherwise would use Form
1040EZ, must obtain a
TeleFUc booklet containing
a personal Identification
number.

ANGEL
Continued from page five.

Earlier that morning, Joseph
had bought a 7 1/2-gallon can of
gasoline and a machete. Now he
was holding the girls hostage inside the home. Their mother was
outside with police.
"One of the girls escaped," Alu
recalls. "She came out running
and screaming, 'He's going to do
ltl He's going to do itt He's going
to kill them.' " .
That's when Alu and Officer
Jim O'Hara barged into the
house.
They stepped inside the bedroom where Joseph was holding

the girls.
"Jim was In front of me," Alu
recalls. "I heard him say, 'You
don't want to do that. Don't do
that. Please don't do that!'"
Joseph had spread gasoline
around the room and threw some
on the two officers. He ignited
the gas with a lighter, and the
room exploded in a ball of flame.
"I believed In God before, but I
Just sort of figured he was there,
and that was it," Alu says. "Now I
know he really exists. I should be
dead He saved me."
The explosion blew the bedroom door shut Another police
officer in the hallway kicked the

door in
Alu ran out, his body on fire.
"I don't remember anything
after the explosion," he says. "I
was running down the street and
screaming. A lieutenant put me
in his car and took me to the hospital.
"Policemen dragged Jim Into
the living room. His body was so
charred and black that the other
officers thought he was the bad
guy. It wasn't until a few minutes
later that someone saw Jim's ankle holster and said, 'My God, it's
O'Hara.'
"They kept a garden hose
spraying water on him until

emergency medical people got
there."
O'Hara was burned over 78
percent of his body.
Joseph and the two girls were
incinerated The bodies of the
two teen-agers - Hikedo, IS, and
Ann Marie, 14 - were found
clutching each other.
After six months of fighting off
death, O'Hara in early February
was, released from Jackson Memorial Hospital and transferred
to a rehabilitation center. Doctors have all bat given up several
times, but O'Hara has hung on.
Alu and O'Hara remain on full
pay, each at about $40,000 a year.

Alu's pay will stop when his therapy stops. Alu's physical therapist says it could be another year
of stretching and exercising at
the HealthSouth Sunrise Rehabilitation Hospital to keep Alu's
scar tissue from growing.
His chest was spared because
he was wearing a bullet-resistant
vest. His face and a leg were
burned badly but didn't require
skin transplants.
Alu wears gloves, made of a
stretch material, that go from his
biceps to his wrists. He has
gloves of the same material for
his hands. The elastic material
helps promote healing and eases

the pain, like a bandage eases the
pain of a sprained ankle.
Alu takes the gloves off only
for bathing and his therapy.
Blood still oozes from his yellowish-red skin.
'Alu would like to go back to
work as a police officer, but he
says he wont if he is assigned to
a desk Job. He'd rather retire
with 70 percent pay.
Alu and his wife also want to
open a foster home, something
the officer would have never
considered, he says, before he
was injured
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Cedar Point has over 3,500 job openings for the summer of 1996.
Plus, we have housing available for employees 18 years of age
and older. But more important, interviews for all summer jobs are
coming up soon, and the sooner you interview, the better your
chances of getting the job you want most. So come talk to us,
and you may find the answer to that nagging question.
Interviews will be held at:
Bowling Gieen State University
University Union - Ohio Suite
Monday, February 12
Tuesday, February 13
12 noon - 7 p.m.

Cedar
Point
Sandusky. Ohio

No appointment necessary. EOE. For more employment information,
call i-8oo-66trK>6S or visit our Web site: http://www.cedarpoint.com

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE

Catch that Summer Feeling -

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

Lease Dates 5/18/96 - 8/10/96

(Too many to list)

R.E. Management
■•»»■■■■■!■*

L^

"Mihiimniiihiii'

Location

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
1

113 Railroad St.
Next to Klnko's

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Campus Manor
615 Second St.
825 Third St
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor
640 Eighth St
841 Eighth St. & Manvllle Ave.

352-9302

Summer Price
$600.00
$560.00
$475.00
$550.00
$580.00
$560.00
$525.00
(Also renting for fall)

0
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Ptak leads Falcon tennis
in productive weekend
Paul Markoff
The BC News
The Bowling Green men's tennis team enjoyed one of its best
weekends ever in splitting
matches with regionally ranked
Northern Illinois and Wisconsin.
Bowling Green opened up the
weekend by falling to Northern
Illinois 4-3, ranked 14th in the
Midwest region, but rebounded
against 12th ranked Wisconsin
with a 5-2 victory.
Coach Dave Morin was extremely pleased with the weekend performance and feels the
team Is on the upswing. "We definitely raised our play to the next
level,"Morln stated. "It was a big
victory for us, the biggest victory for me as my tenure as
coach of the team."
I marling the way for the Falcons was Milan Ptak who was
switched from number one spot
in singles to the number two spot.
Ptak won both his matches this
weekend without dropping a set
by defeating Northern Illinois'
Mattals Ardfelt 6-1, 7-6 and by

downing Wisconsin's Mike Goldstein 6-1. 64.
"Milan had one heck of a weekend," Morin said. "He was much
more aggressive this weekend,
and it paid off."
Also helping the Falcons' cause
was freshman sensation Radu
Bartan who won both of his
matches over the weekend. Bartan opened the weekend with a
victory over Northern Illinois'
Peter Berka 6-3,6-2 and then edged Wisconsin's Jason Zuckerman in a close match 7-6,46,7-5.

ing at 5-4 in his set, he didnt lose
a point."
The doubles team played extremely well, too, as they lost a
close battle with Northern Illinois in dropping two of three but
rebounded against Wisconsin in
downing the Badgers by winning
the best of three matches.
Leading the way for the Falcons' doubles teams was the pair
of Adam Tropp and Mark Ciochetto who won both of their matches over the weekend. Tropp and
Ciochetto played as the second
doubles team against Northern
Illinois and then moved to the
number one slot against Wisconsin. Tropp and Ciochetto downed
Northern Illinois' doubles pair of
Augusto Cantone and Ryan
Rader 9-8 and then defeated Wisconsin's duo of John Thomsen
and Thome by a score of 8-2.

"Radu really responded well
and has progressed so much
throughout the season," Morin
said. "He gets stronger every
match, and it really showed this
weekend."
Also winning both matches this
weekend was Joel Terman, the
Falcons' number six singles
player. Terman defeated NorthMorin felt these were some of
ern Illinois' Ryan Rader 3-6, 6-4,
6-0, and Wisconsin's Jeff Malik the best matches played by the
talented duo. "They played one of
6-4,4-6,6-4.
the best matches this weekend,"
"Joel responded very well this Morin said. "When these two are
weekend," Morin stated. "Serv- on they can beat anybody."

BG gymnastics takes fourth
Pamela Santangelo
The BC News
Sieve Wlldm.n/Thc BC Newi

Terry Klrsch monitors a gymnast on the parallel bars. Kirsch Is In her first year as the Bowling Green
High School gymnastic coach.

Doing what she loves
Pamela Santangelo
The BC News
Most people fight the financial difficulties of college by
working part-time at fast food
restaurants, college cafeterias,
and worse.
Terry Kirsch gets to- fight
those battles doing a jot5 that
she loves.
A sophomore math education
major, Kirsch works at Bowling Green High School where
she is the varsity gymnastics
coach.
Kirsch has, in one way or another, been involved in gymnastics her whole life.
"I first started in private
clubs, and then I competed in
high school," Kirsch said. "I've
been a coach since my freshman year in high school, so
gymnastics has been literally
my whole life."
Recommended by her high
school gymnastics coach,
Kirsch began coaching at the
beginning of this season.
Kirsch said that she was absolutely shocked by the recommendation.

"The athletic director called
me totally unexpected on a
weekday night, offered me the
position and wanted to meet
and interview me," Kirsch
said.
Kirsch says that the best part
about her Job is that it gives
her a chance to use her knowledge about gymnastics.
"I've had the knowledge all
my life, and now I've found a
place to use it"
Coaching at the high school
give Kirsch a place where she
can go and not think about her
own school pressures.
"All my outside thoughts
leave when I enter the gym,
and I Just work myself to get
the girls up to their potential."
Kirsch also said that it's been
great working with the girls,
and it's been a lot of fun.
The only thing that Kirsch
dislikes about the Job is that
some of the girls do not see
their own potential.
"When the girls don't see
their potential, and I try so
hard to point it out to them, and
they just don't understand that
they can do something, I get

frustrated," Kirsch said.
"Their inability to see what
they can do is what I don't like
because I like to push someone
very hard to do what they can
do and still have fun."
Although Kirsch has all the
skills that she does, she chose
not to be on the University
team.
"Although I wanted to be on
the team, school has to come
first. I know that In order for
me to compete for him (coach
Charles Simpson, the BGSU
coach) I know that he would
make me learn a lot more, not
that I don't have the knowledge. I guess it's just fear
blocking me from being on the
team."
After graduating from college, Kirsch would like to go
into a school system and teach.
Aside from teaching, she would
like to take her gymnastics experience and become a gymnastics judge.
"Hopefully I can teach at a
high school that has gymnastics, and maybe my experience
will give them an incentive to
hire me."

The Falcon gymnastics team
took fourth place with a score of
182.475 in the New Hampshire
Invitational on Saturday.
New Hampshire won the invitational with a score of 192.55.
George Washington finished second, and the University of Missouri finished third.
The Falcons, now 2-6 overall,
had two weeks to rest between
meets. The rest helped the Falcons to better prepare themselves for the invitational.
Senior co-captain Karen Jordan said, "We had two weeks to
rest. It gave us time to concentrate on our routines and our
form."
Coach Simpson was pleased
with his team's efforts.
"I was pleased with the team,"
Coach Simpson said. "Although
we do have a few juniors and
seniors, it was basically a young
team carrying the load. It was a
good learning experience.'
Freshman Christina Treiber

and Sophomore Erin Klingenberg gave excellent contributing
efforts. Treiber had career high
marks on the bars and the beam.
Klingenberg stuck a new vault
with a score of 9.4, her highest of
the season.
"I was glad to contribute,"
Treiber said. "I was never able to
contribute like that before, and I
was frustrated." Klingenberg
said that she was pleased with
her performance, excited about
doing a new vault, and would
keep working to improve on her
score.
In other events, Kim Pope finished 9th overall with a score of
9.45 on the floor exercises. On
the bars, Karen Jordan finished
13th overall with a career high
score of 9.425. On the vault, Jordan had her best score of the
year with a 9.7. Jordan also tied
for the 8th spot overall on the
balance beam with a score of 9.5
and Christina Treiber finished
10th overall on the beam with a
score of 9.45.
The all-around competition of
the Invitational was captured by

Karen Jordan with a combined
score of 38.05.
"It was my best meet ever,"
Jordan said.
Coach Simpson agreed. "It was
the meet of her life. I'm glad for
her."
The Falcons will compete
against MAC oppponent Eastern
Michigan Friday at 6.00 p.m. in
Eppler Center. The team Is excited and ready to go. "The excitement from this Invitational
will get us ready for the MAC.
Eastern Michigan is a strong
team," Simpson said.
Despite the strong competition
that Eastern Michigan brings,
the Falcons are prepared.
"We have three days to practice," said Jordan. "We will
watch the tape (from Saturday's
meet) and concentrate on corrections. We have the talent to win
this weekend."
Klingenberg said "the team
will be ready. We're focusing on
our problems, and we're working
hard.
The team expects a big turnout
at Friday's meet.

ISU surprises womens'tennis
Paul Markoff
The BG News
The Bowling Green women's
tennis team opened their season
this weekend by splitting matches with Butler and Indiana State.
The Falcons swept through
Butler's line-up without dropping
a match in winning 9-0 on Friday.

Saturday was a different story
though, as the Falcons fell to a
surprising Indiana State 5-2.
Coach Penny Dean expected a
good match from Indiana State
but was surprised by their depth.
"Indiana State had a lot more
depth than I thought," Dean
stated. "Their players played extremely well; we just caught
them on a good day."

Leading the way for the Falcons this weekend was junior
Cindy Mikalajewski. Mikalajewski, who plays number one singles, did not drop a set by beating
Butler's Mandy Wells 6-2,7-5 and
Indiana State's Kathy Nahjbert
6-3, 7-6 (7-5). Dean was extremely pleased with ' MikaSee TENNIS, page nine.

Capriati returns to tennis as a 'wild card'
Troubled teen returns to play Sabine Appelmans in first round
Salvalore Zanca
The Associated Press
PARIS - Jennifer Capriati returns to tennis in Paris on Tuesday for only her second match in
2 1/2 years. It wUI be a lot
different from the first time she
played in Paris six years ago.
"It's something I really want to
do, so I accepted a wild-card entry without any kind of pressure
from anyone," Capriati was
quoted as saying in Monday's
editions of the New York Post.
. Barely 14, Capriati made the
French Open semifinals in 1990
to become the youngest semif inalist in Grand Slam history.
- Full of bubbly enthusiasm and
innocence, she visited Notre
Dame cathedral and wondered
•where the football field was.
When asked about Napoleon, she
said, "You know, he's the little

dead dude."
She was ranked as high as sixth
in 1991. Now, Capriati is back at
19 after a troubled exile from the
game that Included arrests for
shoplifting and marijuana possession and tours in drug rehabilitation.
"I really feel excited about
playing in Paris," Capriati said.
"I've been working with my dad
(Stefano) once again in Tampa
and really feel like I'm ready to
play."
Her return starts Tuesday with
a first-round match against a
tough Belgian player, Sabine Appelmans, at the Paris Open indoor tournament.
Appelmans, No. 25 In the
world. Is the highest-ranked nonseeded player in the 28-player
event.
"I'm looking forward to playing her," the Belgian said after

Monday's draw. "It will be a surprise to see how well she plays. I
think she must be fit if she is
playing, and I am looking for a
tough match"
Capriati held the promise of
becoming the sport's top star
when she turned pro Just before
the age of 14. In addition to her
semifinal appearance at the
French Open in 1990, she reached
the semis at Wimbledon and the
U.S. Open in 1991 and won the
Olympic gold medal In 1992.
But burnout and injuries eventually took their toll. Capriati
quit the tour and moved away
from her family after losing in
the first round of the 1993 U.S.
Open.
She was arrested on suspicion
of shoplifting cheap Jewelry in
December of that year and was
arrested for marijuana possession in May 1994. The police pho-

to of a nose-ringed Capriati was
published in newspapers worldwide.
Capriati made an aborted
comeback attempt at a tournament in Philadelphia in November 1994. She lost to Anke Huber
in three sets in the first round,
dropped out of sight and has not
played since.
Reunited with her father,
Capriati has been practicing at
the Saddlebrook resort near Tampa, Fia. She has reportedly lost
25 to 35 pounds and is in good
playing shape.
Capriati has made no commitment to a long-term comeback.
"I'm taking things one step at a
time," she said in a statement last
week,
Mary Pierce, the 1995 Australian Open champion who Is
seeded fourth at the Paris Open,
Is eager to see Capriati back In

I really feel excited
about playing in
Paris. I've been
working with my dad
in Tampa, and really
feel like I'm ready to
Play."
Jennifer Capriati
tennis player
tournament play.
"We've always been close
friends. We grew up on the circuit (in Florida) as we were about
the same age," Pierce said. "We've always stayed In contact, and
it's good to see her playing
again."

Capriati could have a tough
time against the 23-year-old Appelmans, who has won six tournaments in her career. She ha*
won one indoor event, in Linz,
Austria, in 1994 and was a quarterfinalist at the Paris Open last
year. She has made the fourth
round of three different Grand
Slam Tournaments.
If Capriati beats Appelmans,
she would face the winner of the
Helena Sukova-Julle Halard
match Halard, once ranked in
the top 15, has dropped to No. 31.
The top four seeds - Iva MaJoli, Huber, Magdalena Maleeva
and Pierce - get first-round bye*.
Steffi Graf originally was
seeded No. 1 but withdrew last
week because she Is recovering
from foot surgery. She won the
tournament last year to return to
the No. 1 spot after missing
nearly five months of play.
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Empty seats still plague Reds
Joe Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - At last glance,
the niwinimtl Reds had a playoff
team and a lot of empty seats.
A winter of cost-cutting and
procrastinating has brought
changes in one area but not the
other. The Reds open training
camp this week with a pareddown team and a lot of empty
seats.
Owner Marge Schott's decision
to slash several million dollars
off the payroll has carved holes
In the team that made it to the NL
championship series. Gone are
home-run leader Ron Gant. catcher Benito Santiago, No. 3 starter David Wells and several valuable backups.
At the same time, the Reds are
struggling to win back fans who
deserted them last year. The
thousands of empty upper-deck
seats for the two NL championship series games at Riverfront
Stadium is a haunting image of
1995.
"A lot of people missed a lot of
good baseball last season," new
manager Ray Knight said in a recent Interview. "This Is an exciting baseball team. If they want to
come and see an exciting team
that really cares about Cincinnati
and winning, then they'll come
out and watch us play."
Schott's offseason promotional
moves have been at crosspurposes. She kept ticket prices
unchanged and brought back
popular third baseman Chris
Sabo to lure back fans. But the
team called off its customary

This is an exciting
baseball team. If they
want-to come and see
an exciting team that
really cares about
Cincinnati and .
winning, then they'll
come out and watch
us play.
Knight,Reds Manager
media day which generates publicity and waited until January to
put tickets on sale, missing the
holiday shopping season.
Aa of last Friday, the Reds had
12,000 tickets left for the April 1
opener against Montreal, an unusually high number. Before
baseball's turmoil in recent
years, the Reds had a history of
quickly selling out opening day.
Tickets for the 1991 opener
when Cincinnati was coming off
a World Series championship
were gone 91 minutes after they
went on sale the previous
December. Tickets for the 1992
opener when Cincinnati was coming off a fifth-place finish sold
out in 83 minutes.
, The Reds' season-ticket sales
are on about the same pace as
last season.
Schott has demanded a new
stadium to rekindle fan interest
and provide more money to pay
players. The Reds' payrolls have
been among the biggest in the

National League the last few
years, but that will change starting with 1996.
"We've been reducing payroll," general manager Jim Bowden said. "We're not going to be
able to go out and make big acquisitions to push us over the top.
Until we get a new stadium, we're not going to be able to do that.
We're going to be reducing."
Schott missed another opportunity this winter by snubbing
promoters of a stadium tax hike.
Hamilton County voters will decide March 19 whether to raise
their sales tax a half-cent to build
a football-only stadium for the
Cincinnati Bengals and a ballpark for the Reds.
No one from the Reds attended
the campaign kickoff, which featured Bengals players and Gov.
George Volnovich. Even though
Schott Is threatening to move the
team unless she gets a new stadium, she isnt campaigning for
the tax hike that would provide
one.
"I think it's up to the public,
what they want to do," Schott
said. In a telephone interview.
"It's their vote; we'll see which
way they vote. It's their business.
I really don't know that much
about It"
That leaves It up to the lineup
to restore the franchise's luster.
Working within Schott's salary
limitations. Bowden has kept
enough or the team together to
Donu Conier/Thc Associated Press
keep It a front-runner in the NL Referee Mills Lane walks boxer Tommy Morrison back to his corner after Lane called the fight against
Central.
Lennox Lewis. Morrison has tested HIV positive and his match with Arthur Weathers Is cancelled.
Pitchers and catchers report
Friday. The rest of the squad is
expected Wednesday, Feb. 21.

McClatchy to buy Pirates
came almost certain when the
ownership committee headed by
Chicago White Sox chairman
PITTSBURGH - Major league Jerry Relnsdorf unanimously
owners are expected to end the recommended ratification.
Pittsburgh Pirates' 18-month
McClatchy, a 33-year-old Sasearch for a new buyer when
they vote Tuesday on Kevin cramento, Calif., businessman
who would become the majors'
McClatchy's $90 million buyout
youngest owner, and NL presiTen of the 14 NL owners and dent Len Coleman are expected
eight of the 14 AL owners must to attend a news conference in
ratify the sale. The approval be- Pittsburgh following the vote.
The Associated Press

Bracelets
Watches
Fashion Rings
Red Ruby's

The 109-year-old Pirates franchise was put up for sale by its
current 10-member consortium
of corporations and private businessmen In August 1994. McClatchy, who currently owns a minor
league team, did not emerge as
the front runner until baseball rejected cable TV franchise owner
John Rigas' offer last June.
McClatchy overcame a tight
timetable - he was given only
two weeks to assemble an ownership group and make his first
offer and an early lack of name
recognition to raise $69 million in
cash from more than a dozen investors. He was lining up investors as late as Monday afternoon, when the owners of the
2,000-employee Dick Corp. construction company contributed
$1 mil lion. The new partners are
David and Douglas Dick of Pittsburgh.

• Necklaces
• 14 Carat
• Diamonds

Mtftu&t

Kelly Kurt
The Associated Press
TULSA, Okla. - Tommy Morrison's up-and-down boxing career reached Its low point Monday with the announcement that
the powerful heavyweight had
tested positive for the virus that
causes AIDS.
Morrison's promoter, Tony
Holden, confirmed that a test
administered In Las Vegas last
week came back HIV positive.
"He's taken it like a champ,"
Holden said "He knows he's had
a promiscuous lifestyle in the
past. He's taking it better than
his team (of handlers)."
Morrison, 27, did not attend the
news conference. He remained in
isolation at his home in the
northeastern Oklahoma town of
Jay, where he was providing
blood samples to paramedics so
further tests could be run.
He Issued a statement asking
people to pray for children affected by the disease because "I

SPRING BREAK
PER PERSON PER WEEK

^\\li'/^
102 S. Main
St.,Bowllng Green

Morrison tests HIV positive

352-1646

Diamond* • Watchea • Fin* Jewelry

ITALIAN CHICKEN FINGERS (LOWFAT)
STUDENT-NICK AZZARBLLO
SENIOR-OFF-CAMPUS
LARRIES CHICKEN POT PIE
STUDENT-JENNIFER CHRISTIAN
SENIOR-OFF-CAMPUS
ECLAIR CAKE
STUDENT-SCOTT CARR
SOPHOMORB-CONKLIN HALL
CHICKEN WITH STUFFING
STUDENT-SUSAN SKOCZEN
SOPHOMORE - MCDONALD WEST
■Ml tat
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Choose from choice apartments within walking
Iistance to campus Summer 19% and school year
19% IW7.
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CHINESE BBQ SAUCE
STUDENT-SCOTT BELL
SOPHOMORE-FOUNDERS QUAD.

Holden said Monday he had
told Morrison not to sign anything before contacting him or
his attorney because of a new
agreement with promoter Don
King.
The Nevada Athletic Commission suspended him for medical
"I've had my ups and downs,
reasons only hours before the
and I certainly like It better at
fight
Morrison's trainer, Tom Vlr- the top.

• NOW RENTING •

IMS

LEMON POUND CAKE
CTLJOPNT-DAN AUSLANDER
SyrHOMORE-FOUNDERS QUAD.

A promising start to his career
suffered in 1991 when, weary and
teetering, Morrison was knocked
out by Ray Mercer in the fifth
round Two years later, Morrison
won the World Boxing Organization championship with a
12-round unanimous decision
over George Foreman.
But that victory celebration
was short-lived.
Four months after the Foreman
fight, with an $8 million payday
against Lennox Lewis awaiting
him, Morrison opted for a tuneup against relative unknown Michael Bentt. Bentt knocked him
out in the first round.

Mill AM MWOK

SANDPIPER BEACON
650 FEET OF GULF BEACH FRONTAGE

February 14,1996
Time: 11:30 am -1:00 pm,
4:30 pm - 6:00 pm
at Commons, Founders, Harshman,
and McDonald Dining Halls

gets, said he told the fighter the
news of his suspension Saturday
afternoon in the crowded casino
at the MGM Grand hotel
Morrison was to have received
$50,000 to fight Weathers, the
first step in a package of fights
under promoter Don King that
was to have led to a possible $4
million payday against Mike Tyson later this year.
Morrison Is 45-3-1 in a sevenyear career with 39 knockouts.
His career has been marked by
daunting setbacks, but he always
seemed to work his way back

..lA_u._W-,J.»'JlJ >.-!.;

Taste & Vote For Your Favorite
^^ Love From Home* Recipe y»n

\ Ljovt from 9Come □

feel it would be selfish to ask you
to say a prayer for me."
"I understand that there are
people concerned about me," he
said in the statement. "I am
fine."
Holden said results of the
latest tests are expected within
48 hours. He said Morrison still
held out hope that a retest would
show the original test false but
that the fighter has already
talked about getting Involved In
AIDS awareness activities.
"If it Is true, I don't see us ever
fighting again or ever wanting
to," Holden said. "But right now
we're not concerned about that."
Morrison had cited religious
reasons when he initially refused
to take a test for the virus In the
days before his scheduled fight
Saturday night against Arthur
Weathers in Las Vegas. He left a
doctor's office but returned the
next day to submit a blood
sample.
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INFORMAIION 1 800-488-8828

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus
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Time is running out on these apartments...

8oz.
Strip
Steak
$6.95
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GREENBRIAR, INC.

i PHEASANT ROOM

KOMI Vt.lCI 1 M ICY

Tijuana
Tuesday
$5.20 c*,

641 I'hirtlSt. Vol. 4, B.(i. Resident Manager 352*4380

• Columbia Court
• East Merry
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue

Includes: Salad

€ PEiV 4:30-7pm
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students meal plan cards
accepted

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717
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lajewski's performance over the
weekend.
"Cindy had an outstanding
weekend; she was really fired
up," Dean said. "If she plays like
she did this weekend, she won't
lose another match."
Mlkalajewski also performed
well playing first and second

cons was sophomore Cassldy
Landis who played both second
and third singles. Playing second
singles on Friday, Landis breezed
by Butler's Kriste Komlc 6-1,6-4.
Landis then moved to third singles on Saturday and defeated
Indiana State's Katie Hayes 6-2,
7-6 (7-3). The Jump to the second
and third singles spot was a big
one for Landis, according to

doubles. Mikalajewski and sophomore Jenny Cheung paired up
for first doubles agianst Butler
and defeated Wells and Courtney
Caress 8-<5, In the eight game proset. On Saturday the two teamed
up at the second doubles spot to
down Indiana State's Ann SofiaBengsson and Linda Anderson
8-6.
Also contibutlng for the Fal-

half did not fare as well for BowlDean.
"This weekend she (Landis) ing Green. Freshmen Aranxta
gave us a really strong perform- Gomez fell to Indiana State's Soance," Dean stated. "It was a big fia Bengsson 6-4,6-4; junior Julie
move from seventh to second and Weisblatt fell to Claire Adams
third singles, but she has become 1-6, 6-4, 6-4; and junior Jenny
a really consistent performer for Schwartz was defeated by Lisa
Chavez 76 (11-9). 6-3. Dean felt
this was a concern for the team
Although the top half of the but one which will be corrected.
line-up performed well, the lower
"We really played well at the

top half of our line-up, but the
bottam half must improve," Dean
said. "I'm confident that the bottam half will come around."
Although the weekend ended in
a split, Dean looked on the bright
side of the split. "We played extremely well against Butler,"
Dean stated. "And so many times
we don't get enough competition,
but we got it from Indiana State."

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

BGSU College Democrats

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Golden Key National Honor Society Pizza
Social. Fabruary lath 7pm at Campua Polleyee. Free Pizza - Free Pizza • Free Pizza All
Golden Key Members welcome! See You
Thorel

meeting tonight
111 BA. Opm
•Free Plaa
AIDS/PANELTALK SHOW
FEB. 11
7:30PM
UNION BALLROOM

ATnamoN MINORITY STUDENTS
Operation: MORE
Minority Career Fak

Wadneedey, Fabruary 14th
1:00-5:00 pm
Grand Ballroom
Bring a raauma - Bring a friend! I
2-2451 dataUa

ACup of Culture
Thi« week's Valentine's cop of cultura n loaning on romancer, marriage, and lova. A panel ol
international student! w4 talk about tiese sublecti and answer questions. Refreshments win
be served Organized & sponsored by lie
World Student Association.
Place: Oil-Campus Student Center
Timo: 3 30-4 30pm Wednesday

'Register to Voat
team more about our 1 Sto Democratic
candidates.
CHECK IT OUTI
Learn more about Dance Marathon and how ID
get involved. Wed. Feb. 14 at 10pm in 104 BA.
Any questions can the Dance Marathon Office
at 3724)530.
Collage ol Education
and Allied Professions
LEADERSHIP AWARD
Seniors in the College ol Education
A AJiied Professions are inviied to apply
lor tie Ronald L. Russell Leadership Award
recognizing students who have demonstrated
exceptional leadership ability through
college, university and/or professional
organ)zaions. Details and application
forms available In 444 Educ. Bldg
Deadline: March 1
DISNEY BAHAMA CRUISE
Overbought special to public 7 days. 6 nights.
$169 per parson. Cal 407-851-8009 on. 17
Coll age of Education and
Allied Professions
SCHOLARSHIPS
Applications lor 1990.97 scholarships ant
now available to students in the Col lego ol
Education and Allied Professions. Forma may
be picked up In the Dean's Office. 444 Ed.
Bldg Completed applications must be
returned by Friday. March 1 sL

COt+3fWTULATIONS BGSU ALPINE SKI
TEAM.
WOMEN'S TEAM 2NO PLACE OHO STATE.
AND 2ND PLACE SEASON FINISH.
MEN'S TEAM 2ND PLACE OHIO STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP REGIONAL BID AND TOP
FIVE SEASON FINISH.
DONT FORGET THE MEETING TONIGHT
AT BOO
Criminal Justice Organization
Meeting
Wednesday. Fab. 14 at 8 p.m.
in Room 117BA
Kathy Jonas from Ha U.S. Marshals «ill
be ■peaking. Everyone is welcome.
Do you dlink you know everything
about AIDS?
Wed.Fab I4«9e0upm
FREE ADMISSION - Faculty Lounge
Cersfieo AIDS educators win discuss
current AIDS statistics, universal
precautions and into about THE QUIT.
Sponsored by UAO. call 2-7164 tor more mlo
DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT GIFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO S HSA WILL BE SELLING
BALLOON BOUQUETS M THE UNION
FOYER
FEB. 12-14 10AM-4PM
WE WIU. DELIVERON-CAMPUSIII
WS CALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH. CHECK, OR BURSAR

HEYEVERYBODYI
Have you nominated somebody tor
the 1996 Master Teacher Award?
Help recognize leaching excellence.
pick up a nomination form at the
Milet Alumni Center by S Friday!
Can't gat in in by than?
Gfve us a call at 2-6849!

DAYTONA 1134/pereon for 7 night*. It*
for 8 nights. Stay beachfront In Ihe heart of
SPRING BREAKI call 1-aftO-eW-742 J

PERSONALS

Campua Poayeyoe
352 9638
Heart Shaped Pizzas
Call tor details

A New Year, a Healthy Body I
s-weeksssslons.
beginning In February.
Choose Tues 11-12:30 or
Wad. 12:30-5

Safer Sax Workshop
Faculty Lounge-3rd Floor Union
Fab. 20 at 6 p.m.
Sponsored by UAOa!2-7184

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
TUESDAY SPECIAL - CHEESE R AVOU. INCLUDES ONE TRIP SALAD BAR AND OARLIC BREAD $3.99 11AM-9PM. DINE-IN AND
PICK UP ONLY.

For atudenta looking for a personal
eating plan to promote a
healthier body.

Students are the future of America
Coma meet your future
Collage Republicans
Tuesdays 9:00pm Room 116 BA

Checker's Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoke
every Sun.. Tues.. Wed, evenings.

Call 372-9355 to register.

Valentine Day Serenade
by Phi Mu Alpha
Have the "Sinlonian Men" Serenade your
Sweetheart
Whan: Wednesday. Feb. 14th, 8-10 pm.
Price: $10 for a Two Song Serenade A Rose
Where: Anywhere on Campus
To order: Call 3530317, ask lor Drew or
leave a massage with your name and number
by 8:00 Tuesday, Feb. 13th.
Tommy'The Musical Opera
March 10 Stranahan Theatre
$23 w/transporation
$21 w/oul transportation
Sign-up & the UAO office 330 Univ. Union
Fab. 12-Match 7

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant?
Fraa Pregnancy tests Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

BGSU Center for Watlneee A Prevention

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAKI
Break away to the honest action si Florida
where guys meet girisl New motel on tve
ocean. AAA-aled. beach volleyball. Iree MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Dorn be left
out ol thia Special Promotion-Call
1-800-882-0919.

AIDS PANEL/TALK SHOW
People Fighting tor Their Lives
Maei young men and woman
diagnosed with AIDS who win share their
personnel expenence with
BGSU students and staff.
Feb. 13,7.30 pm
Union Ballroom
AOII * AOII' AOII
Congratulations to our positive person
of the week Tract Taylor! Way to Gol
AOII "AOII'AOII

DAYTONAi BEACH B6

• 1 SPRING BREAK
DESTINATION
STUOENTS WANTED
c prom ole Spring Break
Earn Fraa Trip A Caah$$$
Book 10 friends-Go Free!
packages from $99
For more into call:
1-800-658-7159

BEER ADVERTISING
Neons, mirrors, Rghled signs, banners, posters. InftaiaWes. and more. All posters only $1
each.
Quality Steins J Cotlectiblee
186 S. Main Si. M-Th. 3:30 8:00
ONE FREE POSTER WITH AD

Lowest Price Guarantee"

continued on p. 10
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Everything's Coming Up

HEARTS and FLOWERS

Are You:
• Outgoing
• Self Motivated

Love lasts all year - but one special day, Feb. 14. is set
aside to celebrate the feeling. The best way to show how
you feel is a gift from Klotz Floral and Garden Center.

For Your One
and Only
'Jja JLfLt
iftjyin^..
■oraK j&V
*^BK
TaffE."^
Tflpfv
n\\

Carefully arranged or
wrapped with your
special message
attached is an Ideal
way lo say.
'1 Love You.'

fliJ

Enjoy The Beauty of
The Rose

• Goal Oriented
• A Team Player

Lovely Lace and
Beautiful Blooms

• Sales experience

A Startling
Arrangement in White
Wicker Basket

helpful, but not necessary

Starting
at

See Us For Great
Valentine Gift
Ideas
•a* Balloons
•# Plush Animals
•»» Cards
«<»Silk
Arrangcments
•» Planters
«• And So Much
More!

25 00
—Simply Elegant—

*Excellent compensation based on performance.
** Order

CJL
*Must have reliable transportation.

m

uu

Now To

m

Ensure
Timely
Delivery!

High Quality Crystal
Vase Filled with Romantic
Roses...bound to impress
your special someone.
Starting
at

$

28 50

T^tT*''"*-«' •/■*"*•*-

Mon., Tues. & Wed. Open til 7 p.m
Call or visit today!
Si SB "
The B.G. news is looking for successful advertising
account executives for fall 1996/spring 1997.
Applications available at 204 West Hall or call John
Virostek at 372-2605 for more details.

'piaraC aid
yaidcti (zctttcn
906 Nnpoleon Rcl • Bowling Green • 353-8381
"Northwest Ohio's Most Complete Floricultural Shopping Experience."

Classifieds

ptgeten

The BG News

continued from p. 9

• AOII • AOII
Congratulations to Sara Lang on
her pearling to Jeff Blankenbergl
AOII'AOII-AOII
AOII

DONT KNOW WHAT TO OET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
ARE YOU LOOKNG FOR A GREAT GFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO 4 HSA WILL BE SELLING BALLOON
BOUQUETS
M THE UNION FOYER FEB.12-14 10AM-4PM
WE WU DELIVER ON-CAMPUSIII
???'SCALL 372-716* FOR INFO
CASH, CHECK, OR BURSAR
Don't run your apnng vacation bacauaa you'ra
too cheap lo buy a tanning package
Campus Tanning' 352 7889
GET HEAL!
What's nail lor Campua Health?
Join Dr. Keeling in the interactive
leleconlrence about AIDS and aubslance
abuse. For more info call 372-0355
Feb. 13
113 decamp Hall
[_
1-3pm..fREEI
OOVT FORECLOSED Homee lor pennies on
SI Delinquent Tax. Repo's, REO's. Your area.
Toi Free) (1) 800 898 9778 Ell 2076 lor current asp ngs.
Grants, Scholarship Available!!!
Billions ot$$$ In private lundlng.
Ouallly Immediately. 1 -atXMOO-0209.
INTERESTED IN LIVING IN
COOPERATIVE HOUSING?
Are you interested in living with other students
who share your values and concern tor ecology
and social justice"> Then you may be interested
in living in one ol UCF's cooperative houses
which are nohl across from the campus at tie
comer of Thursln and Pike.
A MEETING for interested students will be
held this TUESDAY at tha United Christian
Fellowship Center (comer of Thurattn and
Ridge) et 9 p.m.l Information about program, projects, leases, ate. will be discussed.
INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S.
WOMEN'S, COED CURLING - FEBRUARY
13. COED WHIFFLEBALL - FEBRUARY 26:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S, COED VOLLEYBALL c MARCH 6 PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IS 130
UNIVERSITY FCL0 HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 4:00 PM ON DUE DATE
Kappa ' Sig Ep ' Kappa • Sig Ep ■ Kappa
The sisters o'Kappe Kappa Gamma would
late to congratulate Kelley Henikman on her lavalienng to Sigma Phi Epalkxl Ben Stobbs.
Congrats Keileyl
Kappa • Sig Ep • Kappa • Sig Ep • Kappa

^>S>"

SEAFOOD

KKO'KA-KKO-KA
Tha Gentleman ol Kappa Alpha OnMr
would lika 10 thank the woman ol Kappa Kappa
Gamma lor tha mutation to vUit. Wa had Iota ol
Funl
Lova, The Gentlemen
KKO•KA•KKG•KA

Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Becky Burdyshaw
on being sister ol the weoklll
Becky, you're rhe beat.
Lova, Your Sialers
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa

MHkon ol icholarshrpa 337.000 sources $10
Baton. Regardless ol graOos. parents Income.
Recordrvg 800-555-6534 Code AS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND SPRING BREAK
Why sets* tor a cramped hotel room? Sunchase IV has spacious 1,2. * 3 bedroom furnished condoe at affordable rates. Deal directly
with on-site management, not third party promoters. Great location, on tha beach, A excellent amenities Special Rales: 1 bdrm 1650 (4
peooley 2 bdrm 1950 (6 pecpiey 3
bdrm 11350 (0 people). Call toll free (800)
044-6810.
Internet:
httpy/www.hiline.net/-loos.

Operation: MORE
Minority Career Fair
Wednesday. February 14th
1.00 -5:00 PM"Grsnd Ballroom
Bring a Resume - Bring a Friendll
Summer fobs ■ Permanent hire,
IrHemahlpa
2-2451 detsile
PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU
We would like to congratulate Sharon Siegfried on being selected a University 100 lacililator Way to go!
PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MU
PhlMu-PhlMu-PMHu'PhlMu
Wa would like to congratulate Stecey Hallows* ft Megan Meyer on being selected as
Rno Chi's. Wet miss you.
Phi Mu'Phi Mu" Phi Mu
PhlMu-PhlMu'PhlMu
Tha sisters ol Phi Mu would like to congratulate
Anna Brown on her recent pea/ling loDsvId
Peril. Best ol Lucki
Phi Mu • Phi Mu ■ Phi Mu
PHI MU • PHI MU ' PHI MU
Wa would lika to congratulate Jan Bociefc,
Stecey Hallow.•
Jan OaLoat, Megan
Meyer, Sharon Siegfried, Kelly Holder on being selected as Orientation Leaders for Fall
1BB6. Congrats I
PHI MU • PHI MU • PHI MU
Wa would like to congratulate Stecey Halk>wee on being selected Sisi.r of the Weak
Congratulations!
PHMU'PHIMU-PHIMU

RUSH SIGMA KAPPA
Tha sisters ol Sigma Kappa
would ska to invite you to
our open houses on
Monday. Feb. 12 6 Thurs., Fab 15
from9-10p.m.
Any ques. call 2-2385
RUSH SIGMA KAPPA
Sic Sic Set:
Coma find out the True Existence of Sic Sic
Members f 1 a (2 on Wednesday. February
21 at at the Basketball game at 8 o'clock. Wa
could be someone you know.
Spin t in your face

Applications available now in 405 Student Service*, for al interested Freshman. Be a part ol
tha spirit treason Spirit In your face.
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Mollle Monahan
on being sis tor ol rhe waakl
You're awesome Moi he.
Kaap up the great work i
Lova, Your Sisters
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa

Spring Break Panama City Beach Florida from
100 par person per week. Tiki Beach Bar,
Huge Beachside hot tub. Free information
1-000-400-8626
SPRING BREAK '96 With only 1 week to
llva-DON'T BLOW ITII BOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Floride A
Padre 1109
Bahamas 0389. Jamaica/Cancun $399. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO; Sun9pleeh Tours 1-600-428-7710.
Spring Break One Stop Shopping
All deebnaOons. most tour companies
Tired ol searching every bulletin board?
Save Tlmal I CallJim 352-8641 lodaylll
USG • USG • USG • USG
DISTRICT ONE SEAT AVAILABLEI
IF YOU LIVE IN PROUT OR OFFENHAUER
ANO WANT TO MAKE DIFFERENCE
AT BGSU APPLY NOW!
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN
405 STUDENT SE RVICES
THE DEADLINE IS: THURSDAY. FEB. 15TH
BY 0:00PM
USG ■ USG - USG • USG
USG-USG-USG'USG
You can change the face of BGSU!
Apply for 1006-1097
USG President, Vic-Presid.nl, or
Al-Larg. Senator
'Petitions for candidacy available
Feb. 6 m 405 Student Services
'Petitions dueFeb. 14 al 12p.m
in 400 Student Services
'Mandatory meeting for ail candidates
on the 2nd floor lounge ol Student Services
onFab14
VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS:
Room for 2. m ■ room amenities.
Call 352-4671 for details
BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL.
Wool Sweater dose out.
Only $30 l week only
JT Carryout' 405 Thurstin.
How do I love thee?1
Send your Valentine a love poem! Sigma Tau
Delta win be sanding poems from 0:30 to 230
Monday and Tuesday on 1 si floor BA. Cost is
$3 to hM^M poem read to your Valentine or $1
for poem only.
.

WANTED
2 roommates wanted for 96-97 year. Call Julie
353-6332 or Joy 353-4700.
Mala or lemale subleaser from now unW May.
$225/mo. Close to campus Electric A phone
only. Very race apt Call 353-3212.
Roommate for Wooatar St. House. May
06-May 17. Also wanted. Subleaser tor summerol'96. 353-8915
Subleaser Warned tmmediatelyl
$i65/mo. Close to campus. Large! Call Joey
at 372*107.

Tuesday, February 13,1996

Subleaser needed-Spring Semester. 100 1/2
N. Main St. $i6S/mo » alec. Across from
Tunedo. 353-3474
Subleaser needed immediately, apartment
dose to campus. $175/mo Call 352-6421, aak
tor Nikkl or can 874-5660 daytime or 666-5427
after 6 p.m.
WANTE D NINTENDO GAME S
I'm looking to by Nintendo Entertainment
System Games. Will pay reasonable pnee Cat
372-3700 if interested Ask lor Mike.

HELPWANTED
$ Cruise Ships Hiringi Students Needed! $$$ .
free travel (Caribbean, Europe. Hawaal)
Seasonal/Permanent. No Expor. Necessary
Gde. 910-020-4396 eat. C0173
$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Regin now. For InfocaP.301-306-1207.
$Secure your Imancial future! Be your own
boss, work al own pace! Continual profitl No
follow up visitsl 372-3352 or 372-5560 into
250 Counselors 6 Instuctors needed!
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mina.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lonikan. Box 234BG.
Kerutworth. NJ 07033(000) 276-0098.
500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY, PA, NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
40 camps Instructors needed. Tennis. Basebal. Hockey, Rollerbiade. Soccer, Lacrosse.
Softball. Volleyball, Basketball. PE M|aors. Education Majors. Gymnastics. English Riding.
Lifeguard, WSI, Water-skiing, Sating. Windsurfing, Fitness. Archery. M. Biking. Pioneering. Rockcarnbing. Ropes, Dance. Piano Accompanies!. Dramatics, Ceramics. Jewelry.
Woodshop. Photography. Radio. Nature, RN's,
Chefs. Food Service Arlene 1-000-443-6428:
516-433-6033.
Are you: 'Outgoing
'Selp Motivated
'Goal Oriented
'A Team Player
'Sales experience helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking for successful advertising account executives lor Fall 1096/ Spnng
1007. Appocalons available al 204 West Hall
or call John Virostek at 372-2605 for more derails.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions! Coed summer camp Pocono
Ulna. PA. Good sslaryflips! (906) 699-3339.
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, brother/sisler
camp, Pennsylvania, 6720-8/18/96 Have tha
most memorable summer ol your lilel Counselors needed for: Tennis. Swim (W.S.I, preferred), Basketball, Softball. Volleyball. Soccer,
Golf, SeH-Delense, Gymnas&cs, Cheerleading.
Aerobics failure/Camping, Ropes. Piano,
Guilar. Ceramics, Jewerfy, Batik. Sculpture,
Drawing/Painting. Silkscreen. Other Staff:
Group Leaders, Bookkeeper,
Drrver/Video/Photography, Chef and Assistant. Many other positions. On Campus Interviews March 1301. Call I 800 279-3010 tor Inlormation.
FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
Openings avail, tor small communities In Henry
County. Previous exp pret. but not needed.
Call Sarah al 410-592-4015 lor details
HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call 1-000-513-4343 Ext. B-9040.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parka.
Forests & Width) Preserves. Excellent benefits 6 bonuses! Call:!-206-971 -3620 exL
N55444.
Our firm is looking lor individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000 $10,000 per summer. Positions available throughout OH, Ml. IN.
including Cleveland, Columbus. Youngstown,
Cincinnati, and more. 800-887-1060.

is <.ii\ i>\ ■ us \i«sHI urn it-

BREA:
COkMUrnrtA
I Includes oil filter, up to 5 gts. ol oil.
I chassis lube and 24pt. safety inspection

ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN

I 'Free wlh any other scheduled service
I 'Wti a*>o& * m a a** afon KxtMxptrtf

tMi/ty Owrtet i Otrrttei

AMBO Service

Centers

TuXTll Dora It Right*

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET
Next to Pizza Hut
Free Shuttle Service!
Free Safety Inspections!
Ho Obligation Estimates!
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

SUMMER
BUSINESS
Are you an
entreprenuer?

Can Add A Lot Of Sunshine
To Your Llfel

• Great Opportunity
• Low Start-up cost
• Management training
• Earn up to $600/week
• Vehicle required

CALL GREENLAND
IRRIGATION
1-80O-265-7691

When Old Man Winter Is
Knocking At Your Door And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body

Home Health Aides Needed
lor FT & PT wortt. Cell on
Duly Medical 8a - 4p & 1 -800-506-8773.
SaUdent Publications is now accepting applications lor account executives to sel yellow page
advertising m the BGSU campus directory.
Successful candidates must be available to
work 20 hours per week, April through .Any, be
aggressive, well-organized, and iniersted in
earning great pay. To apply, stop by 204 Wait
Hall or cal Toby at 372-0430 tor more information. Leave a message.
Sufficient Grounds Col lee House
(nPerryaburg
10 min from BG. now hiring co'lee bartenders.
Flexible hrs.. all shifts available. Call
41frfl 72-2760.

■mtmmwmmmoumfnaimmvmi\mn*»i*i

1-800-SWNCIUS*
won. ran stsyoswiaarsoM A Msessvaaraoau
sssssrmTsssBsaasntar

• Washer & Dryer Hookups

Spring Break Specials Cancun A Jamaica!
Jl 1% Lowesi Price Guarantee' 7 Nights Air S
otel From $4291 Save $100 On Fcod/Orinkal
http://www.springbreaktravel com
1-8WX76-6386.
Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 7 Days
$2791 Includes 15 Meals » 6 Free ParMsl
Greal Beaches/Nighrlilel Leaves From Ft.
Lauderdalei
hllpy/www spring or eaklravel com
1 600«7M386

Telephone interviewing P/T. No Sales. Some
days mostly weekends. Flexible scheduling in
Perrysburg 874-5842.
The Cleveland Yachwig Club.
Summer positions at exclusive yachting club.
VIM train qualified candidates as: servers, bussers, host/hostess, bartenders, dock attendants, groundskeepers & lifeguards. Training dates May 10 thru 17th. Interview now for
best positions Weds, thru Sun. 200 Yacht Club
f> Rocky River. OH 44116.216-333-1155.
VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION COUNSELOR
Community Mental Health Center serving persons who have a severe mental health disability has an opening tor one (1) full-time Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor. This person
works with a many agencies, employers and
services. Assesses vocational needs, requests
necessary diagnostic testing evaluation from
doctors, develops Individual Written Rehabilitation Plans, rnoniiors consumen progress, provides counseling, career planning and maintains awareness ol individual and project
goals.
EducaDon/Experience: Must be Licensed as a
Professional Counselor (L.P.C.) by the Stated
Ohio Counselor and Social Worker Board or
L.P.C. or C.R C. eligible (Masters Degree in a
counseling field committed to three (3) years
clinical supervision under an L.P.C. or L.P.C C
and sitting for the L.P.C. exam and have one
(1) year ol experience In vocaitona! rehabilitation. Must have a valid drivers license and reliable transportation.
It interested please send resume and cover teller by Friday. February 16. 1906 lo: Samuel
Hancock Human Resources Manager, Zepf
Community Mental Health Center, 6605 W.
Central. Toledo OH 43617. EOE/WF/HyV/
YMCA Camp Willson in Beltelontaine OH.
Seeks energetic stall (or summer season.
Many positions aval. Inc.. counseling, office
ass't,. horseback, instr. nurse. Pay Ind. room &
board. Call 1 -800-423-0427 for application.

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apt All utilises paid.
Close lo campus. Aug.-Aug.
$350/month3S2-S47S
2 bedroom apt. All utilities paid.
Close lo campus May May $435/mo.

352-5475
353-0325' Cany Rentals
Apartments for 96-97school year
300 block of E. Merry. 9.12.15 month leases.
835 5th Si 3 beds, 1 bath. $750 plus util.
319 1/2 Ridge. 1 bad. 1 bath, $27S plus utilities. Call John Propose 352-9392
Effic. 1 & 2 bdrm. apis. In houses
12 mo. leases only starling in May. Steve
Strath 352 8917. (no calls atler 9O0pm).
House - 236 Troup No pats, references, required. $750 plus util. Avail. May 15. 1996 thru
May 15. 1997.352-6847.
House - 309 N Church Si. Avail Aug 15.1996
thru Aug. 15.1997. $495 plus util. Avail, immediately 352-6847.
House lor Rent
136 Palmar. 3 bdrm. Avail. NOWI
AX, Washer/dryer hookup, range, retng ,
$560 dep.. $560/mo. Tenants pay all util Call

354-2260.
Houses. 1 ft 2 bedroom Furnished apis.
1 year. 9 month, and summer leases

Call 352-7454
Now Available/ 1 bdrm. turn & unfurn. apis
Cozy cottagecharm, 1 block from campus.
FREE gas heal, water, sewer. Pets permitted.
Call Newlove Rentals 352-5620 (Our only ol
See.)
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW

Call 354-8800

FOR SALE
12 % 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barnsided interior, sprayed ceilings, garden lub.
New furnace, wafer healer, floor insulation.
and back door. Musi see interior to appreciate.
Asking $6500. Only 10 miles from BG. Lawndale, ana (Wesion), 669-3810
1»mch Specialized Slumpfumper M2F S, metal
matrix frame. FSX CarborvTI front suspension, many extras. Just overhauled, ridden half
a season $950. call 353-6050
For Sale: Canon Surwriler 30 Word Processor Like new. $300 or best offer. Cal
372-1287.

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apis., Large
studios high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plan
and car ports.
12 mo. lease starts at
$350. 353-5800

Management Inc.
Huge 1 brdms., 215 E.
Poe Rd. laundry on site.
lots of parking. Starts at
$330/mo. +elec.

Management Inc.
Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher

Spnng Breakl Panama City' 8 Days Room With
Kitchen $1191 Walk To Best Bars' 7 Nights In
Key Weal 12591 Cocoa Beach Hilton (Greal
Beaches-Near Disney) $1691 Daytona $1391
hup /'www.springbreaktravel.com
1 800«78-6386

. EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS, 215 E.
Poe Rd., Starts at $225.
ALL utilities included. Half
the Security Deposit holds
it now 353-5800.

Highland
Industries
Graduate
Rentals
We'll take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:
A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

5 sites to
choose from:
Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm
Call Today!
354-6036
130Ea8tWasljlnfltonSJ.

• Decorative Mini Blinds

7or "That

• New Central Air
Conditioning

Someone

• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking

SpeciaC

• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home,

TUESDAYS
Any tig. foollong Svb a^imtHdHm.^,
Not lo bat combined with any other offer.

Valentine
Cards, gifts,
Candy

At the The Little Shop
University "Union
M-TH8:30-5:30
Jri 8:30-5

Arbors of'BowGng Qrun
360 Colony Lana
Bowling Green

•SUBUJrW
lli.l'l.iuSVIi,,. IrnhiMli.

I.IM,.

(Adjacent to Wat-Man, off S. Main
St.)
Coll For Our nno'ou

828 S. Main 354 2606
1091 N. Main 352 5505
524 E Woosesr 352 8500
1602 E. Woosfer 354 2800
Woodond Mall Location 352 7279

